Warm-up: Name That Internet Phenomenon
Based on the hint given, name the phrase, web video, or other phenomenon propagated through the interwebs.

1.) \( \forall (\text{yourbase}) \in x \)
(solve for x, then state the phenomenon)

3.)

4.) \( = 6 \times \)

5.) He can throw a cow, eat half of a deer in one bite, and hurl a blade into Heaven.
Xylophone Kangaroos Can't Dance (Perhaps)
Answer the following questions based on the web comic xkcd.

1.)
Q: What is the x-axis?
A: 

2.)
Q: What is it?
A: 

3.)
Q: Who is this?
A: 

4.)
Q: What law is this?
A: 

5.)
Q: What is the fractal dimension?
A: 

6.)
Q: How is this justified?
A: 

7.)
Q: What's he cutting?
A: 

8.)
Q: What is this?
A: 

According to Conservapedia…
Answer the following questions based on information from the website Conservapedia.com.

1. How did kangaroos come to exist in Australia?

2. What are three causes of atheism?

3. What infects broadcast media, periodicals, and encyclopedia?

4. What cephalopod can be found in the temperate rainforests on the northwest coast of North America? (Note: page taken down because it was a blatant lie.)

5. What group has the characteristic of concealing one’s liberal views rather than admitting them?
And in case that started to hurt your soul, let’s move on to…

According to Uncyclopedia…
Answer the following questions based on information from the website Uncyclopedia.org.

1. What country still believes that pi is exactly 7? What has been a consequence of this?

2. What court case asked the question if one had the right to abortion in order to prevent one’s chest from exploding, especially if they’re male?

3. What was assembled through the joint cooperation of over 250 countries (in spite of the fact that there are less than 200 countries in the world)?

4. What type of drivebys are on the rise in Europe and Africa?

5. During the 1950s, what resulted in a dozen Canadians being driven from their homes?

6. What country was created as part of an inebriated wager when one of the players had nothing left to bet but his country’s name? What had the country been known as before that?

7. What must be looked past for the cosmos to be considered a happy place to live?

8. Fill in the blank: “What? ______ is being intelligently designed!”

9. What should you do if you crush a butterfly after traveling back to the Mesozoic era?

10. What state has killed nearly one million times more cetaceans than all other states combined?
Answer the following questions posed in the elegant language of 1337; only /\0085 answer in English, so double points if the answers are in 1337. “Yes” or “no” will not suffice, /\0085!!1!

1. !5 |*1(_)|70 4 |*14/\37?

2. |-0\0 01)|2 j00? \3\5 !5 (_)2 8-|4y??

3. |-0\0 ^^4\Y )4Y5 |2 /\ 4 y33|2?

4. |-00 15 (_)2 |#4v3 |*\5|2 |24/\63|2???? (0mFG |2!74 5(_x!!!1!!),

5. \47 53450\5 !7 (!75 k3\1 0(_75!))3…)

6. |2 U 4 1337 H4x0|2 0|2 4 /\008???

Flash Cartoons

Answer the following questions based on internet flash cartoons.

1. Why do we like the moon? (Give four reasons)

2. In the world of Homestar Runner, what word do people try to teach Coach Z?

3. What does the puppet Dumbledore take from the smoldering bodies of Harry and Ron in the first Potter Puppet Pals adventure?
4. Which plesiosaur do Charlie the Unicornís friends ask for guidance on their way to Candy Mountain?

5. According to the Kitty Kat Dance, what does the cat say to itself while it’s dancing?

6. What four animals does The Magical Trevor perform his tricks on?

7. While trying not to eat a pie, Ark hears the voices of characters from which two television shows?

8. According to Kenya and Lapland, what is Norway’s main export?

9. Neo tells us in The Matrix Still Has You that two people donít wear seatbelts. Who are they?

10. Which author’s books does Strong Bad frequently edit, when trying to write books for children?

11. What song plays in the background of The Evil Strawberry?

12. Who does California hang out with after it breaks away from the rest of the U.S. at the end of the world?
I Can Has More Pointz?
Time to flex your creative muscles and to arch your inventive backs! Below are pictures of cats, and it’s your job to give them witty captions in the style of Lolcats. If said captions are in the language of Kitteh or Lolspeak, so much the better (i.e. we’ll give you more points so yay)!